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◤ Understanding Changing Landscapes

Five Butler County (Ohio) Drug-Free Communities Coalitions 
conducted a county-wide community assessment on marijuana 
attitudes and perceptions

▪ This session describes: 

▪ The process

▪ What we learned

▪ Implications for Prevention/ Closing knowledge gaps 



The Process: 



◤

Conceiving a County Wide Assessment

Coalition Round Table - Collaboration to prepare for medical marijuana

Goals of Listening Sessions
▪ To assess sources of information
▪ To assess perception of harm
▪ To assess community norms
▪ To assess knowledge about medical marijuana

Goals for this Project
▪ Identify gaps in knowledge
▪ Identify gaps in cultural competence
▪ Create data driven prevention initiatives

▪ Dispelling myths
▪ Educating communities
▪ Media advocacy
▪ Youth-Led and Community initiatives



◤
The Listening Sessions

Scripted Questions:  Drafted by Community Prevention Coalition leaders 
and reviewed by Miami U. Faculty

Sessions:  28 separate sessions, 5-10 people per session, 1 hour in 
length – 192 people

▪ Various settings, 6 communities (Fairfield, Hamilton, Middletown, 
Oxford, Ross, and West Chester) ranging from (urban, small city, 
suburban, college town, to rural).

Facilitators:  Coalition leaders and interns 

Incentives:  Pizza, called in favors, Subway gift cards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our group contained Fairfield 88 people -   (53-F 35-M; 15 black, 2 other ethnic the rest white; 51 high school students under 18, 10 college students ages 17-25, 25 adults ages 26-54, and 2 over 55, )Middletown 55 people – ( Hamilton   ____5___ # of peopleGender – 3 M, 2 FEthnicity – 4 Caucasian, 1 Latino/mixed raceEducation/age - 5 high school students under 18 - ages 17-25 - ages 26-54 - over 55 -  Ross   _____39_____ # of peopleGender -  24 F, 15 MEthnicity – 29 Caucasian, 5 Latino, 2 African-American, 3 Mixed raceEducation/age - 30 middle/high school students under 18 - ages 17-25 - ages 26-54 -          8over 55 - 1�West Chester   ____8___ # of people (EDGE Teen Center)Gender – 5 F, 3 MEthnicity – 5 Caucasian, 1 East Slavic, 1 Asian-American, 1 Mixed-raceEducation/age - 8 high school students under 18 - ages 17-25 - ages 26-54 - over 55 - Middletown  ______52____ # of people  (Thanks for the contextual data you gave Monica, can you also fill this out?)�Gender - 35-Females  17 males�Ethnicity - 9-Black/ 43 Caucasian�Education/age - See Below:�education level and # under 18 -  (17) Lower to Middle Class/Community Center/HS Students/College Students�education level and # ages 17-25 - (7) Lower to Middle Class/College Students�education level and # ages 26-54 - (5) Lower Class/Community Center   (8) Lower Class Adults/Community Center  (6) Middle to Upper Class Adults/Safety Council�education level and # over 55 -  (9) Middle to Upper Class/ Educated professionals/ Others worked blue collard jobs & Took care of husband.IndicatorOhioButler CountyAges% Less than 18 yrs.- 23%% 65 and over – 16%% Less than 18 – 24%% 65 and over – 14%EthnicityWhite – 83%Black – 13%Hispanic/Latino – 4%White - 86%Black – 9%Hispanic/Latino – 5%EducationHS Graduates – 90%College degree – 27%HS Graduates – 90%College Degree – 29%IncomePer capita Income $27,000Per capita Income $28,500



What Did We Ask? 





Part Two:  Perception of Harm



Part Three:  Community Norms



Part Four:  Knowledge of Forms and Laws



What Did We Learn?



Who are Youth Listening to?
Ages 10-13 

* PARENTS are primary
* DOCTORS, PEERS, POLITICIANS 
* NEWS headlines 

Ages 13-17  
* Still know and care about PARENTAL

approval 
* TEACHERS & OLDER SIBLINGS rank high
* Get information from PEERS, DOCTORS,   

POLITICIANS
* ADS are targeted to this age
* Can decipher between good and bad WEB 

SOURCES

Ages 18-25
* Still listen to info from PARENTS!
* They also search sites posted by 

GROWERS, DISPENSARIES and USERS.

*ALL AGES REPORTED SEEING POSITIVE 
MARIJUANA MESSAGES ON SOCIAL MEDIA*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They seemed to overall look down on people who posted MJ use all of the time on social media.  They seemed to think these people did not use for the right reasons.  They did it more to look cool, not because they were doing it for themselves.  THE WHOLE STORY - They wanted to see NOT CREDIBLE - Google or Wikipedia �CREDIBLE - scholarly articles, government sites, scientific sites, and WebMD 



Adults ages 26-54
* FRIENDS, PEERS and USERS are primary.  
* Information from a variety of industries, but 

begin to 
have sources that are values-based

* They believe PREVENTION PROFESSIONALS, 
ATTORNEYS and POLICE.

* They listen to MEDICAL DOCTORS & 
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES, some 
compare sources

*  They heed recommendations from FDA and 
NIH. 

Older Adults ages 55+  
* They listen to USERS, DOCTORS, 

DISTRIBUTORS 
from legalized states to seek a “balanced”
perspective

* Compare NEWS MEDIA
     

Who are we listening to?



◤

How do I find the guy?

“…posts it on INSTAGRAM.”

“…talks about it all the time.”

“… uses it all the time.”

“…message on FACEBOOK
or SNAPCHAT to see if you 
want some.”

“…smells like weed.”

“…brings it to the parties.”

How do I get it from him?

“You don’t even have to 
wait until after school. 
There is a guy in every 
CLASS selling it.”

“There will be a group of 
guys in the HALLWAY
between classes saying, 
“I’ve got you for $25”

“I’d just CALL/TEXT a guy 
to set up a buy.”

“I’d SNAPCHAT” the guy 
and he’d deliver it like a 
pizza.”

PERCEPTIONS OF ACCESS & 
AVAILABILITY



The “BUZZ” is That Marijuana 
Treats or Cures Just About Everything

Group Treats Health Conditions Treats Mental Health Conditions
ALL AGES Cancer, pain/Arthritis, 

seizures/epilepsy, 
Alzheimer’s disease, 
Parkinson’s Disease

Anxiety, PTSD, depression, autism, 
ADHD, eating disorders, fitful sleep, 
Tourette’s syndrome

Youth ages 10-17 and 
young adults 18-25

Asthma, Cerebral Palsy, 
glaucoma/cataracts, 
headaches/migraines, 
palliative care 

Stress, Schizophrenia, depression, 
autism, “treats heroin addiction”

Adults ages 26-55+ Neurological problems, 
stimulates appetite, muscle 
relaxer, inflammatory 
disorders, Crohn’s Disease, 
“alternative to opiods”

Relaxation, Down’s Syndrome, ”Numbs 
psychological pain”, “Helps kids with 
special needs”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Actual conditions that are listed in the OHIO Law:  Health Conditions:  AIDS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, cancer, chronic traumatic encephalopathy, Crohn’s disease, epilepsy/seizure disorder, fibromyalgia, glaucoma, hepatitis C, inflammatory bowel disease, multiple sclerosis, pain that is either chronic and severe or intractable, Parkinson’s disease, positive status for HIV, post-traumatic stress disorder, sickle cell anemia, spinal cord disease or injury,, traumatic brain injury, and ulcerative colitis.Mental health conditions:  PTSD and Tourette’s



What is Good and Bad about the Green?

Good

Pro-Social Behavior 
“helps you fit in”
Function Better
Safe/Natural 
“Helps you focus”
“No one ODs or 
Dies from it” 
Cures Hangovers
Safe/Natural
“Better Driver”
Physical Effects
Safe/Natural- “No one dies from it”
Economic
Alternative to ATOD - “Keep you off the harder stuff”
Physical and Psychological Effects
“Helped my husband live longer”

Bad

Penalties
Unsafe- “can be laced”
Physical and Psychological Effects “go crazy 
and do weird things”, Weight gain”
Anti-Social Behavior “stunt mental growth”
Negatively Affects Productivity & Processing
Other Cons - Expensive, “gateway drug,” “feel 
guilty for using,”
Expensive “I spend $600/month on it”
Getting and Keeping a Job  
Addictive “Getting high is always the goal as 
opposed to alcohol which you don’t have to get 
intoxicated to enjoy”
Youth Use
Lack of Coping skills



◤

Opinions on RECREATIONAL USE
Ages What would they think If I used for 

RECREATIONAL PURPOSES?
What would I think if my FRIENDS OR FAMILY 
used for RECREATION?

10-17 PARENTS – Wide range: “Would do it with 
me,” “Wouldn’t care as long as I’m safe 
and it's not in the house.” They would be 
disappointed, shocked, freaked out, or 
pissed. I would be kicked out of the house, 
sent to counseling, swatted, whooped or 
killed. 
MY FRIENDS – Range: They wouldn’t 
care, acceptance, they would be shocked, 
they would think differently of me, 
“Teammates would be mad at me for 
failing them” “I would be labeled and 
stereotyped quickly”

FRIENDS – Social influence: MOST wouldn’t care, 
See them as a bad influence, maintain a safe 
distance.  “If they chose it over school, I’d get 
worried that they were throwing their life away.  
Angry, disappointed.  ”I’d try to educate them”  
“They would be CUT OFF.” 

FAMILY – Uncertainty: “I wouldn’t think any 
differently of them.” “A lot of parents smoke” 
“Parents shouldn’t do it around kids,”  “I would tell 
them the facts/ consequences then let them 
choose,” It would be best to stop them early, before 
addiction. 

College Students AGES 18-25:
Didn’t care if others used and felt only some 
parents would care if they used. 



◤Opinions on RECREATIONAL USE Cont.

Ages What would they think If I used for 
RECREATIONAL PURPOSES?

What would I think if my FRIENDS OR 
FAMILY used for RECREATION?

26-54 FRIENDS – Some friends wouldn’t care, “My friends 
would want to know why,” “They would be shocked!”  
“fallen off the deep end,” “bad example for my family 
and students” 
BOSS/ COWORKERS – “They would think I was out 
of my mind” “Fired on the spot”
FAMILY –“My family would look down on me.” “My 
kids would say, ‘wow mom, REALLY?’”  “I wouldn’t tell 
my kids!” They would try to get me help. “I would be 
divorced”

FRIENDS and FAMILY – “It’s their 
choice,” “some of my friends use but I 
don’t hang out with them,” “I guess it 
would be ok if it was once in blue moon,” 
Shocked, concerned, perplexed;  “I 
would think there was some problem 
that they didn’t want to cope with,” 
“I would go into lecture mode and talk 
about drug testing”

OVERWHELMING CONSENSUS WAS THAT RECREATIONAL USE 
WOULD BE VIEWED NEGATIVELY BY THOSE IN THEIR LIVES



◤
“If it’s 

MEDICAL 
then it is 

OK”

AGES 10-17
If I used for MEDICAL Reasons
MY PARENTS – Range: “If I needed it and a 
doctor prescribed it, they wouldn’t care” 
“they would be involved in the decision, so 
its ok.” “My parents would not be as mad but 
they would be more cautious of me.”

MY FRIENDS – It’s OK if its legal/medical, 
More understanding, “OK as long as it isn’t 
abused”  “My friends would ask me a lot of 
questions about why I had to use it, what is 
wrong with me.” 

AGES 18-25 (college students)

It’s OK if its legal.
It’s more OK if its needed.
Some family would still not understand
“I’d be like GREAT!  Use it more!”

AGES 26- 54
MEDICAL -
“Perfectly fine.”  
(patient with breast cancer) “I’m 
open to it if my doctor sent me 
home with a handful of pot instead 
of Percocet” 
“Concerned…I would not judge 
them but my curiosity would be 
peaked. I would want to know 
what the big ISSUE was that 
needed to be treated,“  I would be 
skeptical of their motives”

AGES 55+

“I wish people would use it”  “If it’s 
medical then its OK.”
Don’t care what others think,
Don’t think kids should use it



◤

What FORMS People Had Heard Of?
Everyone had heard of 
SMOKABLE plant forms

Everyone had heard of EDIBLES: 
candy or brownies

Most had heard of OIL 

Some had heard of VAPING it

Few had heard of DABBING it

Some had heard of other 
CONCENTRATES: 
hash, wax, budder and shatter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Youth know that oils are stronger and don’t smell “they do it before class.  It keeps you high longer and doesn’t smell.*The culture of vaping and marijuana are intertwined in many conversations.  It is hard to tell when they are talking about one or the other.



◤
6 Key Messages We Heard

1. People KNOW uses but NOT risks/harms:  People are getting a variety of targeted 
messages about the uses of marijuana but are NOT getting clear messaging about risks or 
harms associated with using marijuana.

2. Marijuana as Medicine is Misunderstood:  Most do not understand the new law or what 
medical marijuana is

3. People believe it treats illnesses: Most people believe that marijuana is effective at treating 
medical and mental health conditions of all kinds with little evidence to support effectiveness.

4. Natural and Not Addictive:  Most people believe that marijuana is natural and do not know 
about some of the new forms, potency, and dependence potential.  

5. The Cannabusiness Industry is Altruistic:  Many see the cannabis industry as a healthy, 
environmentally friendly, and pro-social justice industry.  Some see government is seen as 
deceptive.

6. Use is Accepted/Tolerated:  Pot use is widely accepted in many circles: especially among 
youth.  There is acceptance of use it for a medical purpose.  Youth believe that most of their 
peers do it.  Seniors couldn’t care less about what people think of their use.



Now What?
Implications for Prevention



◤Marijuana is Not Harmless

▪ Impairs driving
▪ Impairs adolescent brain development
▪ Lower HS graduation rates
▪ Lower college enrollment and 

completion rates
▪ Lowers in IQ in adolescent users
▪ Leads to Cannabis Use Disorder
▪ Increased risk of mental health issues –

PTSD, Anxiety, depression, suicide, 
schizophrenia, and paranoia

▪ Workplace accidents/decreased 
productivity 1 in 6 

adolescents who 
use will become 

dependent

1 in 11 regular 
users will become 

dependent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 in 6 (NIDA9% - of all who use MJ17% of those who use in adolescence



◤Negative Community Outcomes

Colorado and Washington D.C
▪ Increased in intoxicated highway fatalities
▪ Increased risk of intimate partner violence
▪ Increase in first time user and daily users
▪ Overdoses of edibles
▪ Increases in homeless populations
▪ Increases in cash theft



◤
Does Science Back Up the BUZZ on Potential Uses?

▪ READ “Research” CAREFULLY - Most of the stories you hear about or             
read about online are anecdotal or are based upon small test populations.        Upon 
close examination, most lack rigor. 

▪ Most Medical organizations do NOT recommend Marijuana as medicine.  They 
call for more research.

▪ It is a DEA schedule 1 drug which means that little to no testing is allowed in the 
U.S.

▪ It is NOT FDA approved – that would require 10 plus years of animal and human 
testing to determine, effective dose, side effects, indications, contraindications, drug 
interactions. It is NOT MEDICINE

▪ Some legalized states are doing research but the results are not in yet.

▪ Proving cure is like proving a supplement works.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“No one dies from it” - Science is slow moving because THC is processed differently in the body and it 



◤THC Gets You High, CBD May Have Med Potential:
THC

▪ Psychoactive component that gets you high

▪ Regular use can cause tolerance and 
withdrawal (key indicators of physical 
dependence)

▪ Regular use can lead to psychological 
dependence (inability to stop, cravings)

▪ Many are treated for Cannabis Use 
Disorder

CBD
▪ Non-psychoactive component 

▪ Said to have medical properties

▪ CBD is and will be completely 
unregulated

▪ There is potential for abuse due to 
presence of trace amounts of THC 
when separated from CBD

Strains with High THC usually have low CBD
Marijuana is still an illegal DEA Schedule 1 Drug =   

No medical use and high potential for abuse

Meet the Cannabinoids…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hemp contains CBD but no THC… why not just grow hemp and not Cannabis?Hemp can also be used as a renewable source for paper, clothing and rope, foodCBD is said to do all but increase appetite



Education on Forms and 
Concentrates



◤

Today’s MJ Plant is MUCH More POTENT!

2018  
28%-34% THC

1970  
1%-3% THC

Ohio’s law will allow MJ plant material with THC content up to 35%
…When potency increases in a drug, so does dependence potential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hydroponically grown marijuana took off around the ‘80s and enabled growers to not just produce better buds but also grow more efficiently and quickly.As growing practices improved growers began crossbreeding various strains for potency, taste, and high.   Even though this isn’t true for everyone, generally high-THC strains are sought after.Growers prefer high potency weed because laws are typically based on numbers of plants, not the potency of the individual plants.�Consumers crave stronger pot because they pay by the gram and know that stronger pot goes further for them.  Just like fruit growers seek larger fruit, cannabis growers seek to maximize potency, yield, taste and ultimately profit.



◤
Age Appropriate Conversations Are Key

▪ Most youth do not use
▪ It is not natural
▪ It’s not harmless
▪ Difficulty measuring whether new forms 

of MJ are causing  ODs or deaths
▪ It is addictive
▪ It impairs driving
▪ More research is needed for MJ to be a 

medicine
▪ New forms are more potent, dangerous 

and dependence producing 
▪ Early use is harmful to developing brain 

(not OK for teens)
▪ Harmful to mental health 
▪ It does not prevent or treat opiate abuse

It is not natural

▪ Tax revenue will not cover cost to society
▪ Early use is harmful to developing brain (not OK 

for youth)
▪ Early use lowers IQ, HS graduation rates, and 

college completion rates
▪ Harmful to mental health 
▪ It does not prevent or treat opiate abuse
▪ List of all the medical                                                                        

associations that do not support use
▪ Difficulty measuring whether new forms are 

causing OD or death
▪ It is addictive
▪ It impairs driving
▪ Incarceration rates for personal use are 

miniscule.  Legalization is not helping.
▪ It is more potent and new forms are 

unpredictable and unresearched.

Youth Adult



◤
Implications for Prevention

1. MESSAGE ABOUT RISKS TOO: Create clear, consistent, truthful 
messages of harms and risks of use are needed for all ages through 
systems and media advocacy/editorials.
▪ Be careful about language (prescription, medical marijuana, recreational)

2. LEARN/TEACH WHAT THE SCIENCE SAYS:  Provide balanced 
education to dispel myths about marijuana as medicine, educate on CBD 
vs. THC, create educational materials/presentation for all
▪ Be careful to educate about implications for anxiety/depression

3. LEARN/EDUCATE ON NEW FORMS:  Provide quick, widespread 
education on potency and safety of new forms of marijuana including safe 
storage/disposal to protect people of all ages.

4. NORMATIVE SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN: Create messages to offset the 
perception that most youth use.  

5. INSTILL PROTECTIVE FACTORS: Teach young people including coping 
skills, life skills, and constructive use of time.  This should be done involving 
educators, parents and other adult mentors, peer mentoring and youth-led 
prevention

6. DON’T ADVOCATE FOR RECREATIONAL USE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sources of information vary widely and differ based on ageMuch of the information out there is biased and in direct opposition to other information people dig up.  Opposing sources may both appear credible.The Cannabis industry is doing a phenomenal job reaching all age groups with their messaging (how are you doing?)If you’re community is selling, have money from local tax earmarked for prevention.



Learn more...
State Resources:
https://www.medicalmarijuana.ohio.gov/

https://www.medicalmarijuana.ohio.gov/formsmethods

https://www.medicalmarijuana.ohio.gov/rules

https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/medical-marijuana/oh/state-id-program/

Treatment/Prevention/Educational Resources:

www.DrugFreeActionAlliance.org/marijuana_resources 

www.learnaboutsam.org

https://www.drugabuse.gov/

https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/marijuana-use-disorder-common-often-untreated

https://news.medicalmarijuanainc.com/marijuana-industry-trends-watch-2018/

Video/TV resources: 

Weediquette (TV show on Viceland) 

The Union: the business behind getting High

420: The Documentary



◤ Coalition Contacts
Deborah Neyer, M.Ed. Charla Henderson, M.A. Kristy Duristch /Monica 
Lamb
Executive Director Coalition Coordinator Coalition Director
Fairfield Prevention Coalition Butler County Coalition Coalition for a Healthy Middletown
www.fairfieldcoalition.org www.butlercountycoalition.org http://www.safetycouncilswohio.org/
Cell - (513) 519-6484 Charla.henderson@bcesc.org coalition-for-a-healthy-middletown.html
fairfieldcoalition3@gmail.com

Kristy@safetycouncilswohio.org

Monica@safetycouncilswohio.org

Kristina Latta-Landefeld, M.S. Amy Macechko Laurie Kile
Coalition Coordinator Director Community Resource 
Specialist
Prevention Partners Coalition for a Healthy Community- Ross Coalition
Envision Partnerships Oxford Area Community First Solutions
www.envisionpartnerships.com www.healthyoxfordarea.org www.community-first.org
Cell- (413) 695-7707 macechkoa@talawanda.org Lkile@community-first.org
Klatta@envisionpartnerships.com
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